[Love of God’s Truths]
“For the Upliftment of all life “
A global non-profit, non-denominational Spiritual
Seminary without walls fostering a worldwide community with open hearts aligned with divine truths.
Together we co-create in love, compassion and joy
a world with harm to none.

Together you and Earth are Evolving ~ Who are you, what
does this mean, what do you know about this amazing
continuing transformation of Gaia, our Solar System,
ourselves and all life?

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 7-9 PM - $10
Tortuga Gallery, 901 Edith Blvd. S.E., Abq, NM 87102
$10 Sliding
Scad@gmail.com505-610-1946
Reservations:
erosdd@gmail.com,
* Sliding Scale Available ~ as in all matters, follow your heart
Join Seriam Deb Evans, internationally known spiritual teacher and mentor in a
conversation based on divine, cosmic truths. Gain clarity about the amazing
evolution of Earth where we will explore:


Earth’s dissolution and evolution through 2012



Ongoing Evolution of Earth and all life on her after 2012



Passages of Self Realization and your purpose in the
co-creation of the Earth’s New 5th Domain World

Seriam Deb Evans is the steward of Eros Dei Dictum, Inc. Life long, she has quested for
spiritual truth and wholeness as a divine Soul knowing that one could live fully in cosmic
truths while inhabiting a human form. To this end in 2007 she went into retreat for two years
on her own and while living in the Eros Seminary where she was mentored by both Eros Co-founders,
where she received divine teachings, opened to the cosmic truths from within and came fully home to
soul. Unifying soul knowing with her 3D abilities gained in corporate international/domestic finance,
sales, and marketing, as a CPA, consulting, film,and workshop facilitator she now focuses all her efforts globally in collaboration with many on the divine upliftment of all life and the evolution of this
planet .
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